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Abstract
We are given a edge-weighted undirected graph G = (V, E) and a set of labels/colors C = {1, 2, . . . , p}. A non-empty subset
Cv ⊆ C is associated with each vertex v ∈ V . A coloring of the vertices is feasible if each vertex v is colored with a color of Cv . A
coloring uniquely defines a subset E ′ ⊆ E of edges having different colored endpoints. The problem of finding a feasible coloring
which defines a minimum weight E ′ is, in general, NP-hard. In this work we first propose polynomial time algorithms for some
special cases, namely when the input graph is a tree, a cactus or with bounded tree-width. Then, an implicit enumeration scheme
for finding an optimal coloring in the general case is described and computational results are presented.
c© 2006 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
The problem we address in this work was inspired by the following application in Flexible Manufacturing Systems.
A set of assembly operations, with precedence constraints among them, must be processed by a set of multi-purpose
machines with different capabilities, i.e., every operation may be processed only on a subset of the machines. A part
transfer occurs every time a part (subassembly) completes its processing on one machine and must be transferred to
another machine for the next processing operation [10]. Obviously, it is desirable to assign each operation to a feasible
machine minimizing the number of part transfers, in order to reduce possible machines setup and transportation costs.
The problem may be modelled as follows: a graph G = (V, E) (representing a set of operations and their pairwise-
relationships, e.g., precedences, connections, etc.) and a set of colors C = {1, 2, . . . , p} (representing the flexible
machines) are given together with non-negative weights (costs) w : E → Z+ on the edges. Each vertex (operation)
v ∈ V is associated to a set Cv ⊆ C of feasible colors (machines) for that vertex. A coloring φ : V → C of the
vertices is feasible if φ(v) ∈ Cv for any vertex v ∈ V . The objective is to find a feasible coloring of the vertices, so
that the total sum of weights of edges with distinctly colored endpoints is minimum. Observe that, due to the particular
objective function, we do not need to consider orientation for precedences/edges. When only assembly operations are
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considered, the resulting graph G is a tree, while other types of relations, like dis-assembly operations or mounting
and unmounting components on a same pallet, require considering a general undirected graph.
Any coloring uniquely defines a subset E ′ ⊆ E of edges having different colors assigned to the endpoints. E ′ is a
multiway cut, in the sense that its removal disconnects vertices with different colors. Our problem consists of finding
a coloring which defines a multiway cut having minimum cost. When a color i ∈ ⋂v∈V Cv exists, DMLP is trivial:
simply color all the vertices with i thus obtaining an empty set of edges with differently colored endpoints. When
p = 2 (C = {1, 2}), DMLP reduces to a standard maximum {s, t}-flow/minimum {s, t}-cut computation on the graph
obtained by merging all the vertices having Cu = {1} (resp. Cu = {2}), into one vertex s (resp. one vertex t), and
setting the edge capacities for the new graph. Unfortunately, the problem is NP-hard, for any p ≥ 3, since it is a
generalization of the Multiway Cut problem, whose complexity was investigated by Dahlhaus et al. in [4].
The problem addressed in this paper is also a special case of theMetric Labeling Problem introduced by Kleinberg
and Tardos in [9]. This may be formulated as follows: an undirected graph G = (V, E) is given together with weights
on the edges w : E 7→ R+, a set L of labels (or colors), non-negative costs c(v, i) for all v ∈ V and i ∈ L , and a
metric d on L . We define labeling as an assignment of one label to each vertex. The cost of a labeling is based on the
contribution of two sets of terms. The (non-negative) assignment costs given by the sum of the costs c(v, i) that one
pays if label i ∈ L is assigned to vertex v ∈ V ; and the separation costs such that, for all edges e = uv, if labels
i and j are assigned to endpoints u and v, respectively, then one pays wed(i, j). Kleinberg and Tardos call uniform
metric labeling the special case when the metric d is discrete, (i.e., d(i, j) = 0 if i = j and d(i, j) = 1, otherwise.)
It is not hard to see that our problem is equivalent to the uniform metric labeling if we let c(v, i) = 0 when i ∈ Cv
and c(v, i) = +∞ otherwise. As a consequence, we will refer to our problem as Discrete Metric Labeling Problem
or DMLP.
In [9], a 2-approximation algorithm for the uniform metric labeling is presented, based on a randomized rounding
procedure plus a de-randomization via the conditional probabilities method. On the ground of the above considerations
we have that DMLP admits a 2-approximation algorithm as well.
Another problem related to DMLP is the Colored Multiway Cut problem studied in [6,7]. Erdo¨s and Sze´kely
introduce a generalization of multiway cut where a partial coloring of the vertices (i.e., a subset V ′ ⊆ V and an
assignment of colors to the elements of V ′) is given and the problem consists of finding an extension of the coloring
to all the vertices V in such a way that the total cost of the multiway cut thus defined is minimized. It is easy to see
that this problem is a special case of DMLP. The authors also provide an O(|V |p2) algorithm for trees.
The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 some polynomial algorithms are presented for special classes of
instances of DMLP. In particular, the cases corresponding to G being a (i) tree are presented in Section 2.1, (ii) a cycle
in Section 2.2, and (iii) a graph with bounded tree-width in Section 2.4. In Section 3 we describe a combinatorial
branch and bound algorithm for finding an optimal coloring in the general case. Section 3.1 illustrates the lower
bound used for the enumeration scheme, while the results of an extensive computational experiment are reported in
Section 4. Finally, in Section 5, some conclusions are drawn.
2. Polynomial time algorithms
In this section we present dynamic programming procedures for solving DMLP when G is: (i) a tree, (ii) a cycle,
(iii) a cactus, and (iv) a graph with bounded tree-width.
2.1. DMLP on trees
We now describe a dynamic programming algorithm for finding an optimal solution of DMLP, when G is a tree, in
O(|V |p) time.
Let the root of the tree T = (V, E) be any fixed vertex r ∈ V . We denote by Su(r), or simply by Su , the sub-tree
rooted at u with respect to the root r , i.e, the connected component that contains u, in the graph obtained by removing
the edges of the path between u and the root. A vertex v adjacent to u on this path is called the parent of u and u is a
child of v. A leaf, with respect to the root r , is any vertex u 6= r whose degree is 1.
The validity of a dynamic programming algorithm is guaranteed by the following lemma.
Lemma 1. Let f : V → C be an optimal coloring of the tree T = (V, E) such that f (v) = i . Then any optimal
coloring of Sv obtained by setting Cv = {i}, is also optimal in the whole tree.
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Proof. Trivial by contradiction. In fact, if a better solution f¯ exists for the sub-tree Sv , a better solution for the whole
tree can be obtained by simply exchanging the coloring f relative to this sub-tree, with f¯ . 
Lemma 1, suggests the following procedure: for each vertex v ∈ V and i ∈ C we compute the quantity Fv(i) as
the minimum weight of the coloring relative to the sub-tree Sv , when vertex v is colored i . The values of Fv(i) are
initialized as follows. For each leaf v of T , let
Fv(i) =
{
0 if i ∈ Cv;
+∞ otherwise. (1)
The following recursive relation holds:
Fv(i) :=
∑
u child of v
(
min
h∈Cu
{
Fu(h)+ w(uv)δh,i
})
. (2)
The minimum cost for DMLP is therefore:
z∗ = min
h∈Cr
{Fr (h)} . (3)
Starting from the optimal coloring of the root
f (r) := arg min
h∈Cr
{Fr (h)} (4)
an optimal coloring of all the vertices may be obtained by simple backtracking:
f (u) = arg min
h∈Cu
{
Fu(h)+ w(uv)δh, f (v)
}
. (5)
Based on the Recursion (2) we may derive an optimal solution in O(|V |p) time. In fact, it is easy to see that in
O(|V |p2) iterations we are able to find Fv(i) for all v ∈ V , i ∈ C . Computation of the minima in the above Eqs.
(2) and (5) may be devised in time O(1) by keeping track of two additional data for each vertex v of T , during the
computation of Fv(i); namely, the minimum
Fminv = mini∈Cv{Fv(i)}
and its argument imin.
Therefore Eqs. (2) and (5) become
Fv(i) :=
∑
u child of v
(
min
{
Fminu + w(uv); Fu(i)
})
(6)
and
f (u) =
{
imin if Fv(i) = Fminu + w(uv)
i if Fv(i) = Fu(i). (7)
We now show how to extended the dynamic programming procedure to deal with a more general problem that
includes vertex assignment costs, as in the Metric Labeling Problem [9]. Assume there is an additional cost c(i, v) for
assigning color i to vertex v, then it is enough to modify Expression (6) as follows.
Fv(i) :=
∑
u child of v
(
min
{
Fminu + w(uv); Fu(i)
})
+ c(i, v). (8)
The procedure for trees can be easily extended to cycles and then, by taking into account vertex assignment costs,
to a more general class of graphs, namely cacti, as shown in the next sections.
2.2. DMLP on cycles
In the following we present an algorithm for solving DMLP on a cycle. Let C = {v1, v2, . . . , vn, v1} be
a cycle. The basic idea is to exploit the algorithm for trees in the following way: pick any vertex vh of the
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cycle and duplicate it, i.e., add a vertex v′h , that is disjoint from vh , and consider DMLP on the following path
Ph = {vh, vh+1, . . . , vn, v1, . . . , vh−1, v′h}.
In order that a feasible solution of DMLP on the path Ph corresponds to a feasible solution on cycle C , the pair of
vertices vh and v′h , as they represent the same vertex, need to be assigned the same color: we may force this condition
by imposing the set of feasible colors of the two vertices to be the same single color {i} and iterating the procedure for
finding an optimal coloring of the path for all feasible colors i ∈ Cvh . The best solution among the |Cvh | alternatives
is then chosen.
Since we have to solve |Cvh | problems on a path, the complexity of this procedure is O(p2n) and, as in the case of
trees, it can be immediately extended to deal with vertex assignment costs.
2.3. DMLP on cacti
Based on the procedures for trees and cycles, an algorithm for a more general class of graphs, namely cacti, may
be devised. A cactus is a simple connected graph with the property that every edge belongs to at most one cycle.
Before illustrating the procedure, we need some additional notation. A connected graph without any cutvertex is
called block. A block of a graph G is a maximal subgraph of G such that it is a block. Every graph is the union
of its (edge-disjoint) blocks (and two blocks intersect in a cutvertex). In a cactus, every block is either an edge or a
cycle. It is also useful to introduce a tree called block-cutvertex tree describing the block structure of any given graph.
The vertices are given by the union of the set of blocks and the set of cutvertices. Two vertices are adjacent if one
corresponds to a block Bh and the other to a cutvertex c j such that c j is in Bh . An end-block is a block of a graph
such that it corresponds to a leaf in its block-cutvertex tree (that is, a block with only one cutvertex).
We solve DMLP on a cactus G by using the structure of the block-cutvertex tree T . At each step, the algorithm
solves a special instance of the problem on one end-block of G (which, we recall, is either an edge or a cycle) and
determines a certain cost, which is then associated to the corresponding cutvertex as an assignment cost. The algorithm
proceeds by eliminating the blocks one by one from G until a “root cutvertex” is reached.
The algorithm works as follows.
(1) Initialization: let the root of G be any fixed cutvertex r ∈ V and set the artificial vertex assignment costs
c(v, i) = 0 for each vertex v and each color i ∈ Cv .
(2) Repeat the following until there are no more end-blocks:
(a) Pick an end-block B and let v be the corresponding cutvertex;
(b) Evaluate FB(i), the minimum cost coloring of end-block B when cutvertex v is colored with i , by using one
of the DP procedures described in the Sections 2.1 and 2.2;
(c) Set the cost of assigning color i to vertex v as c(v, i) = c(v, i)+ FB(i). Eliminate all vertices of block B but
v.
(3) Return mini∈Cr c(r, i).
We illustrate the algorithm with a simple example.
Example 2. Consider the cactus depicted in Fig. 1, where the edges’ weights and the feasible colors are reported.
We apply the above described procedure for finding an optimal coloring. We choose the cutvertex v3 to be the root
r . With reference to the depicted block-cutvertex tree, we evaluate the cost of coloring end-block B1 and obtain:
FB1(B) = 6 and FB1(R) = 5. Therefore, c(v3, B) = 6 and c(v3, R) = 5. Once block B1 has been eliminated,
the only end-block remaining is B3 and its corresponding cutvertex is v6. In this case, FB3(B) = c(v6, B) = 0 and
FB3(R) = c(v6, R) = 9. Now, the only end-block is B2, and its corresponding cutvertex is v3. We then compute
FB2(B) = 13 and FB2(R) = 9. Finally, we obtain c(v3, B) = 6+ 13 = 19 and c(v3, R) = 5+ 9 = 14. Therefore, the
optimal solution has value 14 and corresponds to coloring all the vertices with R except v1 and v7, which are colored
with B.
Since for each block B j with n j vertices the time required to compute the values FB j (i) is O(p
2n j ), the whole
procedure requires O(p2n) time.
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Fig. 1. A cactus and its block-cutvertex tree.
2.4. DMLP on graphs with bounded tree-width
In this section we sketch how our algorithm may be extended to solve DMLP in polynomial time for a more
general class of graphs: those having bounded tree-width. Bounded tree-width graphs, with tree-width at most k, are
also known as partial k-trees. Indeed, the definitions of these equivalent classes of graphs are different. For further
details on tree-width theory and algorithms and tree decomposition of a graph, we refer to [3,11].
In order to illustrate the algorithm, we need some definitions and results on chordal graphs (those not having C4 as
an induced subgraph) and partial k-trees.
Definition 3. Let G = (V, E) be a graph. A vertex v ∈ V is simplicial if the subgraph of G induced by its neighbors
N (v) is a clique1 in G. An ordering {v1, . . . , vn} of its vertices is a perfect (or simplicial) elimination ordering if, for
all j = 1, . . . , n, v j is simplicial on the subgraph induced by {v j , . . . , vn}.
A well known result on chordal graphs, states that a graph is chordal if and only if it has a perfect elimination
ordering [5]. Given a chordal graph, a perfect elimination ordering may be easily found by a simple Maximum
Cardinality Search algorithm (see [8]).
Definition 4. Let G = (V, E) be an undirected graph. G is a k-tree if it satisfies one the following:
• G is a k-clique;
• G has a simplicial vertex v such that the subgraph induced by N (v) is a k-clique and G \ {v} is a k-tree.
Note that any k-tree is a chordal graph with ω ≤ k + 1. In particular, it admits a perfect elimination ordering
{v1, . . . , vn} and the clique induced by the last k vertices {vn−k+1, . . . , vn} is referred to as the root clique. On the
other hand, if G is a chordal graph with ω(G) ≤ k + 1 it is possible to add edges to G so that the resulting graph is a
k-tree. This can be done in polynomial time once a perfect elimination ordering for G has been found.
Definition 5. A partial k-tree is a subgraph of a k-tree.
For instance, if G is chordal with ω(G) ≤ k + 1, then it is a partial k-tree. More generally, given a graph G, an
embedding of G is a k-tree such that G is a subgraph of the k-tree, and k is minimum. In this case, we also say that the
tree-width of G is k. Given k and an arbitrary graph G, an embedding of G, if it exists, and a corresponding perfect
elimination ordering, can be found in time O(nk+2), which is polynomial for fixed k [2].
Given a perfect elimination ordering {v1, . . . , vn} of a k-tree G = (V, E), let G j be the subgraph of G induced
by {v j , . . . , vn}. If v = v j is a vertex which is not in the root clique, i.e., j ≤ n − k, we denote by K (v) the set of
neighbors of v in G j (see Fig. 2). That is, K (v) = N (v j ) ∩ {v j+1, . . . , vn}. Vertex v together with K (v) forms a
(k + 1)-clique K ′ containing k + 1 k-cliques, namely Ku = K ′ \ {u}, where u is any vertex of K (v).
1 Note that here a clique is a set of, say k, pairwise adjacent vertices and – unlike the standard notation – it is possibly not maximal.
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Fig. 2. Simplicial vertex v.
Definition 6. Given a perfect elimination ordering {v1, . . . , vn} of a k-tree G = (V, E), let K be the k-clique K (v j )
of G j . A vertex u is a descendant of K if u = v j or u 6∈ G j and it is adjacent to either vertices of K or descendants
of K .
Note that any vertex vx such that x > j and attached to K (v j ), is not a descendant of K (v j ). Moreover, from
the definition of perfect elimination ordering, if vi is a vertex of K , any descendant vh of K is such that h < i . The
contrary does not necessary hold: there may be a vertex vx , with x < i , that is not a descendant of K .
In the following we describe a procedure, adapting the general idea indicated in [1], for solving DMLP on k-trees.
This procedure can clearly be used for solving DMLP on partial k-trees since, once an embedding has been found, it
is sufficient to set the costs of the added edges equal to zero and apply the algorithm on the resulting k-tree.
Given a perfect elimination ordering {v1, . . . , vn} of the vertices of G, we proceed in a similar fashion to what has
been done for trees. It is important to emphasize the following trivial property.
Remark 7. An optimal coloring of a clique with k vertices may be obtained by explicitly enumerating all the feasible
labelings in O(pk) time; this is polynomially bounded for fixed k.
At the generic step j (1 ≤ j ≤ n − k) of the procedure, we remove the simplicial vertex v j (a k-leaf ) from G j .
We then store suitable information associated with the k-clique K (v j ) formed by the neighbors of v j in G j . The
procedure successively removes vertices v j+1, v j+2, . . . , vn−k , until what is left of G is a k-clique (the root clique).
In the procedure for k-trees, a k-clique K plays a role similar to that of a generic vertex u of the tree and the subgraph
induced by the descendants of K plays a role similar to that of the subtree Su rooted at u.
When removing vertex v j , what kind of information should we store, associated to the k-clique K ? Suppose we fix
the colors of the vertices of the k-clique K = {u1, . . . , uk}. A configuration `K = {lu1 , . . . , luk } is a feasible coloring
of the vertices {u1, . . . , uk} of K . We want to store the least costly contribution AK (`K ) to the objective function due
to all the descendants of K when the vertices of K are colored according to a certain configuration `K .
Note that this contribution is given by the cost of all the edges incident in at least one descendant of K . More
explicitly, AK (·) takes into account the cost of edges between two descendants of K and between one descendant and
a vertex of K . Observe that, unlike the tree case, we do not store in AK (·), information about the cost of the edges
of K . Moreover, because of the adjacency relations of the descendants of K , we may compute AK (`K ) recursively.
Similarly to Lemma 1, it is not hard to show the following result.
Lemma 8. Let G = (V, E) be a k-tree and {v1, . . . , vn} a perfect elimination ordering of its vertices. Moreover, let
K = K (v j ) = {u1, . . . , uk}. If there is an optimal coloring of G such that the vertices of K are colored lu1 , . . . , luk
then any optimal coloring of the subgraph induced by K and its descendants, where we restrict Cu = {lu} for any
vertex u of K , is also optimal in the whole graph.
For each k-clique K of G and for each configuration `K , we initially set AK (`k) = 0.
Let K = K (v). When we remove vertex v, we update the value AK (`K ), for any configuration `K : the contribution
given by the edges incident in v and by all the edges having endpoints that are both descendants of K are added to
AK (`K ). In particular, the contribution of the latter class of edges is stored in the quantities AKu (·), for all u ∈ K (v).
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Fig. 3. A k-tree with k = 3.
In conclusion, we may compute AK (`) recursively, for successive v = v j , j = 1, . . . , n − k, as follows:
AK (v)(`) := AK (v)(`)+ min
i∈Cv
{ ∑
u∈K (v)
(
w(uv)δ(i, lu)+ AKu (`u)
)}
(9)
where δ(i, h) = 1 if i = j, 0 otherwise, and `u is a configuration of Ku such that vertex v is colored with i and every
vertex x ∈ Ku \ {v} is colored with lx , as in `. Note that it may happen K = K (vi ) = K (v j ) for i 6= j so that more
than one updating is necessary for AK (·) to store the contribution of all the descendants of K .
On the grounds of the above recursion, we devise a procedure that finds an optimal solution to DMLP. If the vertices
are indexed according to a perfect elimination ordering, then the algorithm proceeds as follows.
(1) Initialization: for any k-clique K of G and for any feasible color configuration ` of k-clique K , set AK (`) = 0.
(2) For j = 1 to n − k,
(a) let v = v j ;
(b) for any feasible color configuration ` of K (v), use Expression (9) to compute AK (v)(`);
(c) eliminate vertex v from G.
(3) For any feasible color configuration ` of the root k-clique K = {vn−k+1, . . . , vn}, compute the final cost
FK (`) = AK (`)+
∑
uv∈E(K )
w(uv)δ(lu, lv).
(4) Return min{FK (`) s.t. ` is a feasible configuration of K }.
We avoid description of the backtracking procedure to determine the optimal coloring of the vertices.
As far as the computational complexity is concerned, we note that (i) the number of k-cliques in a k-tree with n
vertices is O(nk), (ii) the number of configurations for each k-clique is O(pk). Therefore, the time complexity of the
initialization step is O(nkpk), while that of Step 2 is O(nkpk+1), and that of Step 3 is O(pk). Thus, for fixed k, DMLP
on k-trees can be solved in (polynomial) time O(npk+1). As regards the partial k-tree case, the cost of the embedding
algorithm by Arnborg et al. [2] should be added. Thus the overall running time, for fixed k, is O(nk+2 + npk+1). We
note that, for p < n, the computational cost due to the embedding algorithm dominates that of computing an optimal
coloring.
Example 9. Consider the 3-tree depicted in Fig. 3, where the edge-weights and feasible colors are reported. Let us
apply the coloring algorithm to this instance. Observe that we need to store information associated to the following
cliques: {1, 2, 3}, {1, 2, 4}, {1, 3, 4}, K (1) = {2, 3, 4}, {2, 3, 5}, {2, 4, 5}, and K (2) = {3, 4, 5}, which is the root
clique with descendant vertices 1 and 2.
Initially, we set AK (`K ) = 0 for each clique K and feasible color configuration `K . The first vertex to eliminate is
1, and for each feasible configuration of K (1) = {2, 3, 4} according to Recursion (9) we have:
AK (1)(B, Y, B) = AK (1)(B, Y, B)+min{9+ 2+ AK2(Y, Y, B)+ AK3(Y, Y, Y )+ AK4(Y, B, Y );
9+ 4+ 2+ AK2(R, Y, B)+ AK3(R, Y, Y )+ AK4(R, B, Y )}
= 0+min{11+ 0; 15+ 0} = 11.
Here, the minima are evaluated over the values corresponding to the feasible colors of vertex 1 (i.e., Y and R) where
K2 = {1, 3, 4}, K3 = {1, 2, 4}, and K4 = {1, 2, 3}. Similarly, for the other feasible configurations we obtain:
AK (1)(Y, Y, B) = 9;
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AK (1)(B, Y, Y ) = 2;
AK (1)(Y, Y, Y ) = 0.
All minima in the above equations are obtained coloring vertex 1 with Y . In the next step we eliminate vertex 2, thus
obtaining for K (2) = {3, 4, 5}:
AK (2)(Y, B, B) = AK (2)(Y, B, B)+min{8+ AK3(B, B, B)+ AK4(B, Y, B)+ AK5(B, Y, B),
12+ AK3(Y, B, B)+ AK4(Y, Y, B)+ AK5(Y, Y, B)}
= 0+min{8+ 0+ 0+ 11; 12+ 0+ 0+ 9} = 19.
Here, the minima are evaluated over the values corresponding to the feasible colors of vertex 2 (i.e., B and Y ) where
K3 = {2, 4, 5}, K4 = {2, 3, 5}, and K5 = {2, 3, 4}. Similarly, for the other feasible configurations we obtain:
AK (2)(Y, Y, B) = min{17, 5} = 5;
AK (2)(Y, B, R) = min{24, 21} = 21;
AK (2)(Y, Y, R) = min{22, 5} = 5.
All minima in the above equations are obtained by coloring vertex 2 with Y .
Eventually, we are left with the root clique K = K (2) = {3, 4, 5} and, using the equation in Step 3, we may
compute the final cost for any feasible color configuration `K for the clique.
AK (Y, B, B) = 19+ 16 = 35
AK (Y, Y, B) = 5+ 13 = 18
AK (Y, B, R) = 21+ 19 = 40
AK (Y, Y, R) = 5+ 13 = 18.
There are two optimal solutions corresponding to coloring vertices 3, 4, and 5 with Y , Y , B or Y , Y , R, respectively.
By standard backtracking, we derive the optimal coloring for vertices 1 and 2 (i.e., both colored Y ) for the two optimal
solutions.
3. An enumeration scheme for DMLP
In this section we present a branch and bound scheme for solving DMLP on arbitrary graphs.
In the branch and bound enumeration tree, which illustrates successive decompositions of the original problem,
every node of the enumeration tree represents a particular instance of DMLP in which the set Cu of feasible colors
for each vertex u has been changed with respect to the original instance. In particular, any node i of the enumeration
tree represents a feasible partial coloring fi : Si → C of the vertices of Si ⊆ V . The root node is associated
with the original problem where the coloring of no vertex has been decided yet (i.e., Sroot = ∅). The children of
any node i of the enumeration tree, that represent successive decomposition of the subproblem associated to i , are
obtained as follows. Pick a vertex u ∈ V \ Si and generate |Cu | children of i , one for every feasible color for u. Let
Cu = {q1, q2, . . . , qh} and let j (1), j (2), . . . , j (h) be the children of i in the enumeration tree. For each child j (l) of
i , f j (l) is an extension of fi . More precisely, f j (l) : Si ∪ {u} → C with f j (l)(u) = ql . Then, any child of i represents
a feasible partial coloring of Si ∪ {u}.
In the next three sections two different lower bounding procedures and two heuristics for obtaining feasible
solutions (and upper bounds) of DMLP are illustrated.
3.1. Tree lower bound
Consider two instances I and I ′ of problem DMLP differing only in the weights of the edges: in particular, for
each edge-weight we in instance I , the corresponding edge-weight w′e in instance I ′ is such that we ≥ w′e. It is trivial
to show that the following holds.
Lemma 10. Let z and z′ be the optimal solution values for the two instances I and I ′, then z ≥ z′.
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Fig. 4. The maximum weight spanning tree does not provide the best bound.
Fig. 5. Neighborhood lower bound for vertex u.
Based on the preceding Lemma, we may easily derive a lower bound for the optimal solution value z∗ of DMLP
as follows. Consider any spanning tree T of G and let w′e = we for all e ∈ T , else let w′e = 0. Then, any optimal
solution for DMLP on T with weights w is feasible for the original instance on G and its value zT is equal to the
optimal solution value z′ of G with weights w′. Then, by Lemma 10, zT = z′ is not greater than the optimal solution
value z∗ of the original instance.
Clearly, it would be desirable to know the spanning tree T ∗ producing the largest lower bound, i.e. z∗ =
max{zT such that T is a spanning tree of G}. Observe that T ∗ is not, in general, a maximum weight spanning tree.
Consider, for instance, the graph in Fig. 4, in which the lower bound obtained via the maximum weight spanning tree
has value 1, while any other spanning tree T provides a bound of zT = 2.
3.2. Neighborhood lower bound
Another lower bound on the optimal solution to DMLP can be derived by estimating the contributions of all vertices
of the graph to the objective function. In particular, let the contribution zu of each vertex u correspond to the optimal
solution value of DMLP on the star defined by u and its neighbors in N (u). Given an optimal coloring f : V → C ,
we clearly have that zu ≤∑v∈N (u)w(uv)δ f (u), f (v). Then, summing up the contributions zu of all the vertices u ∈ V ,
since each edge of graph G is considered at most twice, 12
∑
u∈V zu is a lower bound on the value of the optimal
solution of DMLP.
For instance, consider the graph depicted in Fig. 5. Here, zu = min{5, 6} = 5, obtained by assigning Y , Y , Y , R, R
to vertices u, v1, v2, v3, v4, respectively.
The lower bounds illustrated above and in Section 3.1 may also be viewed as special cases of a greater class of
lower bounds for DMLP. Let T = {T (1), T (2), . . . , T (q)} be a family of subtrees of G and denote with γe(T ) the
number of occurrences of edge e = uv in the family T (i.e., the number of trees that include e).
Given an optimal solution f i of DMLP restricted to T (i), for all i , let δie = 1 if f i (u) 6= f i (v) and 0 otherwise.
The following quantity is a lower bound on the optimal solution value z∗ of DMLP on G:
∑
e∈E s.t.
γe(T )>0
q∑
i=1
weδ
i
e
γe(T ) .
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In fact, due to Lemma 10, the value zi =∑e∈T (i) weδie of solution f i is a lower bound of z∗. Since each solution f i
is locally optimal, we may bound the contribution of each edge e in the optimal solution with
∑q
i=1 δie
γe(T ) we.
The tree lower bound is the special case where q = 1 and T (1) is a spanning tree of G. Analogously, the
neighborhood lower bound is the special case where q = |V | and T = {T (u) : u ∈ V }, and T (u) is the star induced
by u and its neighbors in N (u). Note that in this case γe(T ) = 2 for all edges e.
3.3. Upper bound
Two procedures have been designed and tested for computing upper bounds at each node of the enumeration tree.
Both the heuristics are simply obtained on the basis of a local search similar to that devised for the neighborhood
lower bound in Section 3.2.
A first upper bound, denoted hereafter by UB1, is obtained as follows:
(1) For all vertex u: color u as in the optimal solution of DMLP restricted to the star defined by u and its neighbors in
N (u);
(2) Return UB1 as the cost of such a (feasible) solution.
Another upper bound, UB2, may be found with the previous procedure revised in a greedy-like fashion. We visit
the vertices in a given order v1, v2, . . . , vn and, when the color of vertex vi has to be decided, we solve DMLP on
the star from vi but taking into account the colors assigned to the vertices v1, . . . , vi−1 in the previous steps of the
routine:
(1) For i = 1 to n do:
(a) color vi with fi ∈ Cvi as in the optimal solution of DMLP restricted to the star defined by vi and its neighbors
in N (vi );
(b) Update the set of feasible colors Cvi := { f (vi )};
(2) Return UB2 as the cost of such a (feasible) solution.
Note that the first “myopic” upper bound heuristic allows us to compute simultaneously the upper bound UB1 and
the lower bound for one subproblem. On the contrary, the computation of the “greedy” upper bound UB2 cannot be
performed in parallel with the lower bound computation.
4. Computational results
In this section we present the results of computational experiments on different classes of randomly generated
instances. We first give some details concerning the implemented version of our branch and bound.
4.1. Lower bounds comparison
In a first set of experiments we compare the quality of the two lower bounds described in Sections 3.1 (tree lower
bound LB1) and 3.2 (neighborhood lower bound LB2) for a set of instances drawn from the same classes that we used
for evaluating the quality of the branch and bound algorithm and reported in Table 2.
We consider eighteen classes of graphs (classes 19–36 of Table 2) but, differently from the experiments on the
branch and bound algorithm, we generate 50 random instances for each class with a 30% probability to have uniform
edge-weights (i.e., unweighted graphs).
For each class, we carried out a paired t-test on the two samples of lower bounds values obtained by computing
(i) for each instance the lower bound LB1 and (ii) for each instance the lower bound LB2. The test determines if the
means of these two sample sets are significantly different, under the assumption that the two populations are normally
distributed and have the same variance.
In Table 1 the following data are reported for each class: (i) the average difference between the two lower bounds
(column LB2 − LB1), (ii) the bounds’ improvement in percentage (column LB2−LB1LB2 ), (iii) p-values representing
the probability that the two samples could have been drawn from the same population and therefore have equal
distributions (column p–α). A p-value close to zero (as in our case) signals that the null hypothesis of equal distribution
is false, and a difference is very likely to exist, and (iv) p-values representing the probability that the difference
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Table 1
Statistical results for lower bound comparison
Class LB2− LB1 (LB2− LB1)/LB2 p–α p–β
19 116.9 0.05 2E−04 2.9E−04
20 585.5 0.11 9.5E−06 1.5E−05
21 416.7 0.17 5E−05 7E−05
22 1303.5 0.23 1E−08 2E−08
23 393.8 0.21 3.2E−05 4.8E−05
24 674.5 0.24 4.2E−07 6.5E−07
25 103.9 0.04 8.4E−04 9.5E−04
26 967.8 0.09 2.1E−05 3.2E−05
27 188.9 0.10 3.1E−04 4E−04
28 2671.6 0.26 2E−08 2.9E−08
29 555.1 0.22 1.1E−06 1.8E−06
30 3341.1 0.33 5.1E−08 8.1E−08
31 197.7 0.06 1.1E−03 1.7E−03
32 2067.0 0.13 3.2E−07 5E−07
33 495.9 0.13 7E−05 1.2E−04
34 4295.7 0.27 1E−08 2E−08
35 458.9 0.15 8.4E−04 1E−03
36 5442.9 0.35 5.6E−09 8.9E−09
LB2 − LB1 is “non-positive” (column p–β). Note that data belonging to the same class are shown on a single row.
We first note that the difference between the average lower bounds in the two samples are statistically significant;
in fact, the highest probability value reported in column p–α is around 0.1%. Moreover LB2 clearly outperforms its
counterpart: as it turns out from column p–β, the probability that LB2− LB1 ≤ 0 is at most 0.17%. In conclusion, the
neighborhood lower bound LB2 dominates the tree lower bound LB1 with a very reasonable confidence level for the
graph classes used in our experiments.
4.2. Implementation
Hereafter we summarize the characteristics of the branch and bound scheme that has been implemented.
Lower bound Based on the results illustrated in the above Section 4.1, the neighborhood lower LB2 bound has been
implemented.
Upper bounds All the computational tests have been performed using both upper bounds UB1 and UB2 (see
Section 3.3). Although the greedy upper bound UB2 constantly dominates the first myopic bound UB1,
i.e., UB2 ≤ UB1 for almost all the instances, its implementation makes the overall computational times
slightly larger (for all but 5 instances over 360). In fact, if the branch and bound is run using upper bound
UB1 at each node, we observe an increased number of generated subproblems but reduced CPU times with
respect to those measured by using upper bound UB2. Moreover, the instance classes whose optimal solution
is reached or not (within a time limit of 5 h) are the same using indifferently UB1 or UB2.
In the remainder of this section we report the results obtained with the implementation that uses the
“myopic” upper bound UB1.
Pre-processing Before the actual branch and bound algorithm starts, instances are pre-processed in order to reduce
their sizes and enhance the quality of the bounds. Such a processing is performed at the root node of the
enumeration tree as follows: (i) we remove each edge e = uv such that Cu ∩ Cv = ∅ (adding its weight to
the objective function); (ii) if |Cu | > 1, remove from Cu any color i such that, for all v ∈ N (u), i 6∈ Cv .
It is clearly possible to pre-process any subproblem in the enumeration scheme. In fact, three
implementations have been tested in all the experiments: (i) without pre-processing phase, (ii) pre-processing
at the root node only, and (iii) pre-processing at all the nodes. Not surprisingly, implementations (ii) and (iii)
outperform implementation (i) in every test. However there is no clear dominance between (ii) and (iii) in
terms of the largest instances solved within the time limit. Yet, similarly to what happens with the upper
bounds, reduced CPU times are observed with implementation (ii).
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Table 2
Instances classes
Class n p Density Edge-weights Class n p Density Edge-weights
1 30 3 sparse unit 19 30 3 sparse uniform (1, 100)
2 30 3 dense unit 20 30 3 dense uniform (1, 100)
3 30 5 sparse unit 21 30 5 sparse uniform (1, 100)
4 30 5 dense unit 22 30 5 dense uniform (1, 100)
5 30 7 sparse unit 23 30 7 sparse uniform (1, 100)
6 30 7 dense unit 24 30 7 dense uniform (1, 100)
7 40 3 sparse unit 25 40 3 sparse uniform (1, 100)
8 40 3 dense unit 26 40 3 dense uniform (1, 100)
9 40 5 sparse unit 27 40 5 sparse uniform (1, 100)
10 40 5 dense unit 28 40 5 dense uniform (1, 100)
11 40 7 sparse unit 29 40 7 sparse uniform (1, 100)
12 40 7 dense unit 30 40 7 dense uniform (1, 100)
13 50 3 sparse unit 31 50 3 sparse uniform (1, 100)
14 50 3 dense unit 32 50 3 dense uniform (1, 100)
15 50 5 sparse unit 33 50 5 sparse uniform (1, 100)
16 50 5 dense unit 34 50 5 dense uniform (1, 100)
17 50 7 sparse unit 35 30 7 sparse uniform (1, 100)
18 50 7 dense unit 36 30 7 dense uniform (1, 100)
In the remainder of this section we report the results obtained with the implementation (ii) that uses pre-
processing only at the root node.
Visiting strategy The algorithm visits the enumeration tree adopting a depth-first strategy.
Platform All the experiments on the branch and bound algorithm, were run on a IBM RISC/6000 with a 400 MHz
clock, 512 MB RAM and coded in ANSI C.
4.3. Design of experiments
We are not aware of any data sets nor of other computational studies concerning the problem addressed in this
paper or the metric labeling problem [9]. We therefore present the results of a computational study performing a set
of experiments run on different classes of randomly generated instances.
In the design of experiments, we did not only take into account the manufacturing application that inspired our
work. One of our objectives was testing the enumeration algorithm in a set of instances as broad as possible in order
to determine the boundaries between solvable and unsolvable instances for our algorithm.
On the other hand, random instances have been generated using realistic parameters in terms of:
(1) number of alternative workstations. In manufacturing applications this number is hardly greater than three; we
perform our experiments considering at most seven alternative colors/machines;
(2) number of operations. This number may greatly vary depending on the application and on the hierarchical decision
level; in several cases it is typically of the order of 10–100;
(3) maximum number of assembly or splitting subcomponents. This number may be very small (e.g., 2 or 3) in
case of simple disassembly operations, as in automotive assembly lines. Instead, in other kinds of applications
requiring mounting/unmounting components on pallets, the same number may be much higher (printed circuit
boards, surface mounted technology). Note that this quantity is directly related to the vertices degree and hence to
the density of the graph.
The parameters characterizing each class of instances are reported in Table 2, where n is the number of vertices, p
is the number of colors, and, for any choice of n and p, we distinguish between unweighted and weighted instances,
and between two types of edge-density: sparse and dense graphs.
For each class, we generated 20 instances in which the density, defined as the ratio between the actual number of
edges and the number of edges of a complete graph, is in the interval (0.1–0.3) for sparse graphs and in (0.7–1.0) for
dense graphs. Edge-weights are integers and uniformly distributed in the interval [1, 100] for weighted graphs.
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Table 3
Computational results for DMLP
Class CPU time B&B nodes Lower bound Optimal value
1 0.52 2 227.9 51.8 69.2
2 0.27 1 000.3 111.3 141.1
3 83.18 315 372.9 54.1 77.7
4 38.47 123 659.7 117.6 161.7
5 1 410.88 4 812 464.0 40.4 62.2
6 271.11 799 349.1 59.8 85.9
7 10.67 31 041.1 58.9 76.5
8 4.41 9 529.6 208.9 264.4
9 2 885.71 6 710 059.0 56.7 83.2
10 1 960.27 3 454 255.0 216.15 294.5
11 9 884.23 21 294 902.0 56.3 88.0
12 5 587.67* 8 432 883.0 205.95 279.1
13 576.17 1 093 094.0 75.5 101.4
14 103.17 144 848.3 330.2 430.2
15 13 688.16* 22 341 835.0 77.9 113.5
16 14 874.09* 17 093 176.0 346.7 468.5
17 17 417.62* 25 818 298 67.4 109.4
18 16 533.7* 17 668 223.0 317.2 445.1
19 0.97 4 293.3 2 558.8 3 447.8
20 0.25 899.1 5 490.3 7 030.2
21 66.39 250 067.9 2 673.7 3 862.5
22 63.53 206 916.6 5 804.2 8 150.7
23 2 074.67 6 822 705.0 1 805.7 2 954.7
24 578.97 1 758 597.0 2 891.1 4 345.6
25 43.39 7 374.4 20 453.9 3 950.6
26 7.54 16 506.0 10 476.1 13 347.7
27 5 392.01* 12 836 474.0 2 729.3 4 127.1
28 4 305.34 7 672 473.0 10 545.5 14 742.7
29 10 502.98* 22 428 686.0 2 606.1 4 223.2
30 8 766.51* 13 454 163.0 10 015.25 14 032.35
31 249.97 468 837.2 3 744.3 4 983.5
32 151.21 210 132.8 16 301.7 21 444.3
33 15 248.61* 25 771 824.0 3 747.8 5 658.3
34 14 827.19* 17 199 082.0 16 841.5 23 188.6
35 18 000.00* 26 873 891.0 3 229.9 5 509.9
36 16 893.19* 18 115 493.0 15 470.7 22 224.6
4.4. Results
The experimental results are summarized in Table 3. The first column refers to the instance class considered, while
the second and third columns report the average solution CPU times (in seconds) and the number of nodes generated
in the branch and bound tree, respectively. In the last two columns, each entry shows the average of the lower bounds
at the root node and the optimal solution values. The symbol * in the second column means that at least one instance
was not solved to optimality after 5 h of computation (classes with 40 and 50 nodes, 5 and 7 colors).
A few comments are in order.
In most of the instances (about 95%) with p = 3 and p = 5 the gap between the lower bound at the root node and
the optimal solution (or the best solution found, if the problem is not solved to optimality) is between 25% and 31%.
When the number of colors grow (p = 7), the gap grows as well and it is between 31% and 40%, thus slowing down
the solution process. Moreover, we observe that the gap on dense instances is smaller than on sparse instances.
Unfortunately, the behavior of the enumeration procedure is highly variable even within a single class. In fact, in
most classes there are instances solved quite easily and other instances that require much higher computation time.
This is partly due to the fact that the enumeration tree is visited with a depth-first strategy and partly due to the
randomness of the distribution of the feasible colors to each vertex.
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It is interesting to note that in most cases the branch and bound performs better on dense instances (“even” classes
in Table 2) than on the corresponding sparse instances (“odd” classes). This is probably due to the fact that a greater
number of edges on the graph makes the neighborhood lower bound a bit more effective. On the other hand, there is
no evident difference on the performance of the algorithm on weighted versus unweighted instances.
5. Conclusions
In this work we propose exact polynomial time algorithms for DMLP when the given graph is a tree, a cactus,
or with bounded tree-width. Note that our algorithm for trees outperforms the algorithm presented in [6,7] for the
special case of the colored multiway cut problem. Additionally, for the general NP-hard case, we present an implicit
enumeration scheme whose computational effectiveness has been evaluated through computational experiences
on instances with up to 50 vertices and 7 colors. Besides investigating other classes of perfect graphs (such as
comparability and interval graphs) for potential polynomial time algorithms, a main task for future research on this
subject, due to its relevance in the applications, should concern further computational studies of the general case.
These might include the following points:
(1) Designing and testing dominance rules to be used at each node of the enumeration tree.
(2) Enhancing the quality of the lower bounds. This may include designing and testing new bounds based on the
paradigm described at the end of Section 3.1 (family of subtrees T¯ ). Clearly, it would be desirable to know a tree
family producing the largest lower bound.
(3) Comparing “combinatorial” bounds and bounds obtained by integer programming relaxations.
(4) Designing and testing of efficient heuristic algorithms: on one hand, natural local search routines can be devised
to efficiently improve the quality of primal bounds in the proposed enumeration scheme; on the other hand, more
refined techniques – like, for instance, tabu search – may be an effective tool per se in attacking such a hard
combinatorial problem. In fact, in some applications in the field of digital image processing [9] the parameters’
order of magnitude may be one or two degree higher than those that we are able to manage with an exact approach.
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